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Chapter 1783 The rest of my life

Everyone got goosebumps all over.

They only felt that the world was spinning, and the waves were turbulent in an
instant.

Genocide…

These two words, everyone thought it was a fantasy before.

It’s the same reason Bai Fengxue said about his ancestors.
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But now it seems that it can actually become a reality!

All the people were trembling in their hearts at this time, and they didn’t dare to
say a word at all.

Even the Supreme Elder of the Flying Cloud Realm was speechless at the moment,
and he didn’t dare to say the words of begging for mercy.

They are cold boaters, thanks to the gift of their ancestors.
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It is only natural that the ancestors want to destroy them now.

only……

so frustrating…

“Your bloodline came because of me. Back then, I was very lonely, and I had no
descendants, so I had the idea of   accepting the inheritance. Now I don’t need
it anymore. Since I am Bai Fengxue, Bai Fengxue is me, your way, Going crooked.”

Bai Fengxue’s fingers snapped out gently.
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The tens of thousands of miles of cang python behind her instantly shattered like
a drop of water, misting between the heavens and the earth.

And the turbulent world in front of them is gradually collapsing.

By the time they reacted, they had already returned to the previous jungle.

Everyone, look at me, and I look at you, with doubts and incomprehensions in
their eyes.
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Now, is everyone going to hell together?

Everyone was stunned for several minutes before slowly coming back to their
senses.

The air here, the environment here, seems to be very familiar.

came back.

All are not dead.

A kind of happiness after the catastrophe swept the audience in an instant!

not dead!

The old ancestors are extra-judicial!

“We’re back! We’re back! Hahaha!”

“It’s good, it’s the first time I feel so close to death!”

“Hahaha, let me just say, the ancestors will not be so ruthless! We will carry
forward the cold boaters in the future!”

There was an atmosphere of joy at the scene, and even those old people had a
kind of excitement and happiness on their faces.

And Bai Fengxue, who was on Wiliam’s back, stretched out lazily, as if he was very
sleepy, and lay down directly on Wiliam’s back to rest.

Wiliam patted Feng Xue’s back lightly with his backhand, and said softly, “Go to
sleep, it’s hard work.”



“No, I’m sleeping, I’ll leave it to you next.” Feng Xue muttered, and instantly fell
into a deep sleep.

Su Hongxiu, who was standing beside Wiliam, seemed to know something.

She took a deep look at Wiliam and the sleeping Bai Fengxue, and sighed
helplessly.

Genocide…

What Wiliam said never counted.

So now everyone is standing here, what’s going on?

I’m afraid there is only one answer.

Su Hongxiu closed her eyes, but after a while, she slowly opened them again.

She shook her head, already knowing the answer.

That’s what genocide meant.

This terrifying man…

After the cruelty and ruthlessness of the limit, there is still a trace of humanity.

“Are you happy enough?” Su Hongxiu suddenly said coldly to the cheering people
at the scene.

Oh, these people, forget the pain when the scar is healed.

How did you just crawl under Bai Fengxue’s feet and shiver?

Now, after the catastrophe, everyone’s focus is on themselves, and they can
continue to be arrogant and domineering in the future.

Has anyone ever looked at their ancestors just now?

Funny, it’s rotten to the core.

It seems that Wiliam did it right.

When the people at the scene heard Su Hongxiu’s words, the cheers suddenly
became much smaller.

At this time, someone finally looked at Wiliam and Bai Fengxue.

Their faces were extremely complicated.



Now that they know Bai Fengxue’s identity, how will they face it?

Grandfather.

“Old Ancestor, we offended you before. Thank you for raising your hand. We will
make incense offerings to you on the same day in the future.” Su Changsheng
said quickly and loudly.

Wiliam smiled without saying a word.

And Su Hongxiu said coldly: “Daily incense offerings? People are still dead. And I
can tell you very clearly that from now on, no, from now on, you don’t have to
make offerings.”

“Su Hongxiu! What do you mean! You dare to be rude to the ancestors! If the
ancestors get angry again, you will definitely become the eternal sinner of our
cold boaters.” Someone couldn’t help but shouted loudly.

This Su Hongxiu is simply a white-eyed wolf!

At this time, everyone is rejoicing. What cold water did she pour?

It’s okay to pour cold water, and take the opportunity to sow discord.

What if the ancestors get angry again?

However, Su Hongxiu looked at everyone with the eyes of an idiot, “Don’t you
check your body and find out what’s different from before?”

The people at the scene were stunned for a moment, and then silently began to
examine their bodies.

This inspection, exclaimed everywhere!

The screams are endless!

“Why can’t I feel my bloodline! Where is my bloodline?”

“My realm has also gone crazy, what the hell is going on!”

“How can this make me live! Is this retribution?”

After the elders of the Supreme Court inspected their bodies, their expressions
changed greatly.

Several people even got together and whispered.



“What’s the matter with you? My bloodline is gone! The strength has dropped
directly from Feiyunjing to Huajin!”

“Me too! I’m even worse, falling into the early stage of transformation!”

“What’s going on!”

When a few Supreme Elders touched it, their hearts were suddenly relieved!

This is literally going from heaven to hell!

A few of them don’t know the situation at all, they just feel that the world is too
complicated.

They have been in hiding.

Then was called out.

Was told the shackles were lifted.

It was told that the realm was skyrocketing.

It was told that the ancestors were alive.

Was told to be exterminated.

Was told that the realm was crazy.

Fall into a horrific transformation!

I feel that in just a few tens of minutes, I have passed the joys and sorrows of my
entire life.

And there is no dominance at all when riding a horse!

Everything is told to be told!

Before he had time to be majestic, he became a little scum…

This feeling, not to mention how uncomfortable it is!

It’s better to let them continue to hide from the world.

Come out, blood loss!

“Su Hongxiu, what the hell is going on! Are you playing tricks in the dark!
Otherwise, how would we know that our bodies have changed!” Someone was
annoyed for a while, and couldn’t help but pointed the finger at Su Hongxiu.



Everyone immediately looked at Su Hongxiu with burning eyes. Since she can
break this point, she must know the reason.

The people on the scene need an explanation.

Su Hongxiu fiddled with her hair lightly, and said lightly, “We still have to go back
to the previous two words.”

“Genocide!”

The corners of Su Hongxiu’s mouth twitched slightly, sighed helplessly, and
said, ” Wiliam’s so-called extermination does not mean killing all of you! It means
depriving all of your bloodlines!”

“Hanzhou people are cold boat people. Only by relying on blood can they run wild
in the sky, and only by relying on the prayer seal of Jiangshan can they be called
sea god doctors.”

“Now, your bloodline is gone, and the Jiangshan prayer seal is gone, right…”

“In this way, the cold boaters are no longer cold boaters, and this ethnic group
will disappear.”

“this is……”

“Genocide!”
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